
    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 5/28/2016 3:54 PM Semester: 2015/16 FA
Instructor ID: RUL14 Instructor: ROHIT LAMBA

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201516FAUP___RECON_102H001 ECON102H, Section 001: MICROEC ANLY 18 18 100.0%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 0    No: 11    I don't know: 1    N: 11       Percent Yes: 0.0%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 6 / 50.0%      B: 5 / 41.7%      C or lower: 1 / 8.3%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      2/11%      3/17%      7/39%      3/17%      3/17%       18      5.11      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      1/  6%      2/11%      1/  6%      4/22%      5/28%      5/28%       18      5.39      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 0/  0%      2/11%      4/22%      6/33%      2/11%      3/17%      1/  6%       18      4.17      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024 Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      2/11%      4/22%    11/61%       18      6.39      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B047 Rate the instructor's interest in whether or 
not students understood course content.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/17%      4/22%    11/61%       18      6.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/11%    16/89%       18      6.89      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      9/53%      8/47%       17      6.47      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 1/  6%      3/17%      3/17%      2/11%      2/11%      3/17%      4/22%       18      4.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B074 Rate the instructor's pacing of the course 
material.

 0/  0%      1/  6%      4/22%      7/39%      3/17%      2/11%      1/  6%       18      4.22      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B085
Rate the correspondence between the main 
textbook and material covered in the 
course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/28%      3/17%      3/17%      7/39%       18      5.67      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088 Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/12%      4/24%    11/65%       17      6.53      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B105 Rate the appropriateness of the difficulty of 
exams.

 0/  0%      3/17%      4/22%      3/17%      4/22%      2/11%      2/11%       18      4.22      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112 Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      2/11%      3/17%    10/56%       18      5.94      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



B147 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.

 0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      0/  0%      4/22%    11/61%       18      6.11      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B151 Rate the instructor's skill in presenting 
divergent viewpoints.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  7%      2/14%      2/14%      2/14%      7/50%       14      5.86      4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B162 Rate the importance of the knowledge 
learned in this course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      3/17%      6/33%      2/11%      6/33%       18      5.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B174
Rate the adequacy of physical facilities for 
instruction(classroom/lecture hall, 
indoor/outdoor lab, etc.).

 1/  6%      3/17%      0/  0%      7/39%      3/17%      1/  6%      3/17%       18      4.28      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

The professor was very knowledgeable in the course material and really cared about whether or not his students understood what was going on. I felt motivated to 
learn because the subject material was so difficult but my professor was enthusiastic about it so I felt excited about learning as well.

Mr. Lamba encouraged all of us to learn the materials by providing out-of-book assignments and challenging problem sets. I was motivated to read the book to 
keep up with high pacing of the class. I watched countless hours of videos that explain the materials Mr. Lamba taught in class to understand well. The problem sets 
helped me a lot. The easiness to participate in class helped me so much. Mr. Lamba gave me many advice not just about the class, but also advice about college 
which I am thankful for. Those advice helped me concentrate and improve my learning in other classes.

Reading the book, going to office hours, studying with classmates

The book, and sometimes lectures.Pretty much everything I got out of this course was from reading the book and doing practice problems on my own.The lectures 
were generally extremely difficult if not impossible to follow.

I had to use the book a lot, especially when i didn't understand the lectures. The instructor posted slides on occasion which helped.

Reading the textbook after learning about the material in class.

Problem sets, take home exam, notes

1. Going to classes. 2. Interacting with peer group.3. Clarifying doubts after class.

The online powerpoint helped as well as talking and studying with other students in the course.

A combination of lectures, book reading, reviewing notes, and discussing concepts with classmates

- working and studying in groups

The lectures were great and really helped me grasp the concepts. It helped that we slowed down to repeat sections that the entire class felt lost on and to tie in real 
world examples.

Other than the lectures, what helped me learn the most was the practice problems that were given. Also, the textbook was exceptionally helpful in explaining the 
background information needed. One of the most helpful things, though, was discussing the concepts with classmates, who would often provide a different 
perspective on how to approach a subject.

The instructor was very willing to cooperate with students and see what worked best for them in terms of structure for the class and exams themselves.It is also 
evident that the instructor cares about us learning the material and was very willing to answer questions either in class or one on one.

Reading the textbook closely and working out applied examples outside of class. Asking questions also helps.

Comparing my notes to the textbook to continue to deepen my understanding of the content.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

This course was very challenging for me, but it seemed that both the instructor and students were on a learning curve of what the best structure for the class was.That 
being said, it would probably be beneficial to have this structure set in the beginning so that students can adjust accordingly.

My major complaint with this class is the lack of preparation for exams and quizzes offered by the instructor.We received very few problem sets over the course of 
the semester with no introductory level problems, and when we did it was usually because the class asked for it because no one knew what was going on.Lectures 
need to change as well, they are very dry and nearly impossible to follow.He can teach numbers but not concepts, so we don't really know the meaning behind the 
material covered. Additionally, exams and quizzes were given back several weeks after they were taken and grades were entered weeks after that.In this class, since 
we had very little feedback on whether we know the concepts, I would have liked to use the exams soon after taking them to review what I know and what I need 
help with so as to improve for the next exam.I could not do this because it took so long to get them back.

I believe the course was alright. I would just make the expectations more clear, which I think would happen since Mr. Lamba just taught his first class and now 
knows what to expect from students. I just felt the class was confusing and that inevitably affected my understanding of the materials. I believe that is something to 
work on.

I felt as though the practice problems were most useful, however, it would have been nice to have a lot more of them. Also, smaller assignments that would be 
graded, such as these practice problems or homework sets, would also have been helpful.

- do more practice problems

-

Incorporating a multimedia approach to learning as opposed to a chalkboard style.

We could have had more take home practice to reinforce what we learn in class.



I wish the instructor was able to explain better. I left a majority of the lectures feeling more confused when I left. I also wish that he provided us with more examples. 
The exams were difficult because we were never given examples to use the concepts we learned in class. Also i wish the instructor stuck to how he said the course 
would work at the beginning of the semester. He stated that we would have problem sets every other week and quizzes on the in-between weeks to make sure we 
were understanding material. We had a problem set the second week and we never received another after that. We also only received 3 quizzes. This made our 
grades totally dependent on the 3 exams which was stressful.

More problem sets or assigned problems for us to do

I just want to say that Rohit is the man and he knows what he is doing.He truly cares that his students are learning and not only becoming better students of 
economics but also better problem solvers.I looked forward to going to class every day, and signed up for his class next semester as well.With this being his first 
time teaching the course, there were a few occasions that he was slightly ahead of what students were prepared for, but I believe that he really knew what he was 
doing, gauged student abilities as the semester progressed, and taught a challenging yet invigorating course.

Less math, more problem sets and study guides to prepare for exam

The classroom was very small and I wish I had known to not take this course without having basic knowledge in Economics. This is an extremely difficult course and 
the material is very complicated, so I think I should have signed up for an introductory course first before taking the honors level of the course. I also think the 
professor went through the material very quickly which is understandable because there is so much, but maybe if it were taught at a slower pace it would have been 
beneficial.

A clearer outline of what was being taught and where to find the corresponding information in the textbook. Also, finding alternatives to extending class time as it is 
hard to retain more information after being in class for so long already.

A better classroom!

Less math based, more concept based
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